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Chinese Investment Via UK Home Oﬃce
"Tier 1 Entrepreneur Visa Scheme"

EXAMPLES OF
OUR PARTNERS...

Established in the UK since 2008, the Ying De Group
provides a unique funding solution within the SME sector
via the Tier 1 Entrepreneur visa scheme.
Leveraging our extensive local network in the rapidly
growing Chinese investment market, Ying De matches
UK SMEs seeking growth funding with registered foreign
investors according to their specific requirements.

...AND CLIENTS

The Tier 1 Entrepreneur visa scheme is backed by the UK
government. Through this innovative scheme, Ying De
has successfully introduced £40 million funding to 200
companies across the UK to date, creating 400 jobs
directly in the process.

Two-time winner of "AI Award: Excellence in
Ying De Group

3

Investment Immigration" (2016 and 2017)
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COMPARISON
  

ADVANTAGES
OF ENGAGING WITH YING DE



Options

Unsecured

Investment
Amount

Repayment
Schedule

Interest
Rate

Tier 1 Entrepreneur

Yes

£200,000

No repayment
for 5 years

Low

High Street Bank Loan

No

£500+

Immediate

Medium

Bridge Funding

No

£50,000+

3 - 12 months

High

P2P Lending

No

£5,000 - £500,000

12 - 48 months

Medium

Invoice Financing

No

£50,000+

Revolving

Medium

KEY BENEFITS

01

HIGH SUCCESS RATE
Exceptionally high success rate, with four in five investment applications
managed by our platform being approved by the Home Office.

PAINLESS PROCESS
Our award-winning team of dedicated account managers and in-house
legal advisors will manage all the documentation and administrative
tasks for you, so you can stay focused on your business.

03

LOCAL PRESENCE IN CHINA
Our own local office network in major cities of China enables us to
consistently source high quality investors and manage them throughout
the entire funding process.

Regulated by the UK Home Office*

SHORTCUT INTO CHINA MARKET

Unsecured loan or equity investment - no personal guarantees or debentures

You can readily tap into the vast network and experience in the China
market offered by our highly skilled, motivated Chinese investors.

Five-year capital repayment holiday

02
04

Minimum investment £200,000
Typical interest rate at 3-5%
Retain control over business – equity or debt based instruments available
Access to skills and knowledge from Chinese investors and Chinese market

05

TRANSPARENT FEES
There are no upfront fees. You only pay for our service if the
fundraising is successful. We will provide you with full details of our
simple fee structure from day one.

Applicable to any sector (except property development)
Supports co-investment for growth
* For more information, visit the GOV.UK website: https://www.gov.uk/tier-1-entrepreneur.

5

FULLY REGULATED
Our legal team is certified by the OISC (Office of the Immigration
Services Commissioner) and licensed by the Bar Standards Board at
the highest levels. We do not outsource any capabilities.
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INVESTMENT PROCEDURE

SUCCESS STORIES
Investment:

1A: EVALUATING INVESTOR
Ying De receives an investor’s profile, which is then evaluated in order to
determine suitable investment opportunities

Type:
Sector:

1B: PROMOTING INVESTEE
After receiving the investee’s documents, Ying De will translate and package
them into attractive business profiles for promotion on our extensive Chinese
investor platform

Lifestyle

Headcount
(Pre-money): 4

Date:

£400,000
Preference
Shares
Jan-18

THE COMPANY
Based in Salford, Manchester, Swifty Scooters
has been producing high quality scooters
since 2010. Known for its innovative design, it

2: AGREEMENT & ENGAGEMENT

has carved out a niche market in the lifestyle

After careful matching, the investee is provided with suitable resumes for its
review and selection. Ying De will then arrange Skype and/or face-to-face
meetings for the respective parties

and sport sectors. At Venturefest 2016, Swifty
Scooters was awarded “First Runner-up” and
is riding a wave of popularity, thanks to its
collaborations with the likes of Paul Smith and
celebrity clientele that includes Taylor Swift.

3: FUNDING PERIOD
Once both parties are satisfied, Ying De collects the required documents,
performs funding analysis, and prepares the investor for its entry into the UK

Camilla and Jason Iftakhar, Co-founders

THE CHALLENGE
Jason Iftakhar, Co-founder: “We have been looking for investment since the company
was founded in 2010. Unfortunately, we felt most of the typical investment routes in
the UK did not meet our requirements, or meet our vision to grow the company.
Investment was needed to expand sales, launch new product lines and increase our

4: INVESTMENT COMPLETION
UK Home Office approves application, funds get transferred, and the investor
arrives at the company

international reach and deliver substantial increase in turnover / profit.”

THE SOLUTION
Swifty Scooters were introduced to Ying De following a referral by Ian Dixon of the
Business Growth Hub in Manchester. Jason was particularly keen on working with
younger investors who, rather than looking to take control of his business, valued

What is Tier 1 Entrepreneur Visa Scheme?

more the opportunity to further develop their skills.
As part of the onboarding process for joining the investment platform, Ying De visited

Backed by the UK Home Office

Investor must gain a role with the company

Investment as equity or preference

Funds must be spent in the UK, within 3 years

Swifty Scooters’s factory in Manchester, and performed due diligence to ensure their

shares

Must not be used for property development

suitability for the platform.

Investment of at least £200,000

Company must employ two British residents over

Investment period covering 3+2 years

the period

To promote the company, Ying De even invited Jason over to China twice, pitching to
hundreds of potential investors in Beijing, Ningbo and Shanghai. Through Ying De’s
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extensive network in China, Swifty Scooters quickly received interest from aspiring
Chinese investors who were attracted by the company’s current successes and were

SUCCESS STORIES

very enthusiastic to be a part of their future growth.

Investment:
After several rounds of Skype and face-to-face meetings with potential investors,
Jason eventually decided to offer Josh Qiao, a design undergraduate at the University
of the Arts London at the time, an internship with Swifty Scooters. This arrangement

Sector:

helped Jason enormously in confirming that he was getting the right investor, while

Headcount
(Pre-money):18

Josh could also ensure it was the right project for him.

E-commerce / Gifting

Type:
Date:

Meanwhile, Ying De worked on Josh’s visa application to the UK Home Office which

THE COMPANY

included the submission of his business plan for Swifty Scooters. After passing the

Ecomnova is a branded and white label e-commerce
business. It specialises in the design, sourcing, marketing
and distribution of gifting ranges (flowers, hampers, wines
and personalised goods) in the UK. The company operates
key brands such as Appleyard London and Blossoming Gifts.

interview with the Immigration Officer, Josh was granted the T1E visa and then
promptly transferred his investment funds to Swifty Scooters.

Unsecured
loan
Oct 2017

THE CHALLENGE

THE RESULTS
Camilla Iftakhar, Co-founder: “Our investor has settled into the team very well. He is
already proving to be an asset to the team and preforming better than expected given
the challenges of living in a foreign country.

With an excellent business model, Ecomnova was undergoing
very rapid expansion, and needed cashflow to really capitalise
on the position it was in. Added to that were plans to set up
business in overseas markets such as the United States and
China to kick off its next phase of explosive growth.

Tash Khan & Paul Johnson,
Directors (left to right)

THE SOLUTION

Josh Qiao, Investor: “I first came to the UK 2

Just two months after joining Ying De’s investment platform, we arranged for Ecomnova
to present at investor shows in Beijing, and meet some of the investors its management
was already in advanced discussions with.

years ago to study at University of the Arts
London. Before I finished my course in
Interaction Design Art, I planned to work in a

In May 2017, the first tranche of investment of £200,000 came through from a
Beijing-based investor, who was herself a successful serial entrepreneur with over 10
years of experience in running her own e-commerce companies in Beijing.

British company for some working experience
and have a deeper understanding of the British
culture. The Ying De Group helped me find a
very good company that fit my interest and also

£1,000,000

Josh Qiao & Jason Iftakhar

my professional abilities.”
‘Ningbo Investor Presentation, China’: Ian Dixon
- Business Growth Hub, Jason Iftakhar, and
Andy Han - CEO Ying De Group (right to left)

Overall, we have helped Ecomnova to successfully raise funds as well as acquiring the
extensive skills from five investors, enabling the company to scale up its UK business
operations. It has also set up a new US office and begun operations in China.

THE RESULTS
The £1 million investment has funded the major upgrade of the company’s e-commerce
platform, a development project that is expected to take place over a five-year period.
It has also enabled Ecomnova to speed up its talent recruitment in key areas of software
development, marketing and finance. For example, the company now has a brand new,
fully-staffed international marketing team comprising of the five investors, all of whom
have strong marketing backgrounds.
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SUCCESS STORIES
Investment:
Type:
Sector:

Energy

Craig explained: “You can go to market at any point and get the money from, say,
traditional lenders like banks, which would require some form of collateral as

£200,000
Unsecured
loan

security. Or you could go to business angels, but they can’t really bring anything else
with them. With the Tier 1 Entrepreneur visa scheme, you’re not just getting money
that is unsecured. You’re also getting a Chinese investor who has a network of
contacts in China, and who will bring their expertise and language skills. It’s like
killing two birds with one stone.” The Beijing-based investor joined the company in
December 2017, bringing with her the much needed China experience from working

Date:

Dec 2017

with some of the world’s largest companies in the local energy sector.

THE COMPANY

THE RESULTS

Based in Manchester, Energy Gain UK is a
carbon reduction consultancy and contracting
organisation, offering bespoke and integrated
services in renewable technologies for the
whole property life cycle. It provides
commercial and domestic clients with a variety
of renewable systems such as Solar PV, Solar
Thermal, Battery Storage, LED Lighting, Air
Conditioning, Boilers and Voltage Optimisation.

The £200,000 investment has enabled Energy Gain to recruit the right talents to fulfil
its ambitions. “With the new investment, we’ve already got 2 new staff working on
sales and supply chain to generate more construction business.” The Chinese
investor has also proven a tremendous asset for the company. “Through the Chinese
investor, we can build relationships with Chinese suppliers and use her specialist
skills. Hopefully, we can also get across the cultural barrier and the way the Chinese
do business.”
Overall, Craig has been impressed with the experience and the support from Ying De.

THE CHALLENGE
Craig Jones, Director: “The renewable industry is very heavily reliant on government
incentives. So we’ve decided to expand into the construction market. To do so, we
needed investments to bring new people in and enter that market.” At the same time,
Energy Gain intended to significantly reduce the cost of its equipment, 80% of which was
imported from China, by procuring directly from the Chinese suppliers instead of through
agents in the UK. This would also enable it to gain direct access to the suppliers for
technical support, when their UK agents could only provide limited assistance. However,
the lack of Chinese-speaking staff meant that this had not been possible for the
company. By having the Chinese investor on board, we can hopefully bypass a lot of
those suppliers and go directly to China.”

“Our account manager at Ying De was absolutely fantastic. He helped us every step of
the way. The process was really easy and straight forward.” He would also “definitely
100%” recommend this form of alternative finance to other companies looking for
investment.
The positive experience has prompted Energy Gain to appoint Ying De for the next
£400,000 funding round. Discussions with two potential investors have already begun
in April 2018, and the investments are expected to be completed by Sep 2018.

THE SOLUTION
Having evaluated the various funding options in the market, Energy Gain decided to
raise funds via the Tier 1 Entrepreneur visa scheme. The company was particularly
impressed with two key features of the scheme: unsecured loan and business
skills from the Chinese investor.
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SUCCESS STORIES
Investment:
Type:
Sector:

Manufacturing

The unique features of the scheme meant that Bri-Tek’s other pain point was also
automatically addressed as a result. As part of the scheme’s requirements, the Chinese

£200,000
Unsecured
loan

investor now works at the company. “China is our largest supplier base. The language
and cultural barriers were challenging at times for us in the past.” In November 2017,
the Chinese investor arrived from Nanjing, and her rich experience in the manufacturing
sector has proven highly valuable for Bri-Tek from day one. “Now that the Chinese
investor is on board, we have a very smooth direct interface with our supplier, and it has
definitely made our lives a whole lot easier!”

Date:

Nov 2017
THE RESULTS

THE COMPANY

Thanks to the funding, Bri-Tek has been able to achieve its business goals with flying

Bri-Tek is a Manchester-based technology
company that provides innovative, full-service
LED lighting solutions from audit, lighting design,
supply to installation. The award-winning
company covers markets such as the UK, Europe
and other upcoming markets including Asia and
the Middle East. It has a large global blue-chip
client base in the industrial and commercial
sectors.

colours. “Last month, we had the biggest sales in the company’s history. We managed a
100% increase in sales compared with last year! Because of the funding that we have in
place, we are now able to accept more orders, and that has been absolutely vital for us in
achieving the big success that we have had.” After seeing such impressive results,
Bri-Tek is now planning for its next round of funding through the Tier 1 Entrepreneur visa
scheme.
In terms of the process of the scheme itself, Mohamed considered it to be “relatively
simple”, and would have no hesitation in recommending it especially to any company

THE CHALLENGE
Mohamed Hanslod , CEO: “As we grow, one of the biggest challenges that we face is
how to make sure there is sufficient fund to enable us to take in more orders. As with
other manufacturing companies, materials have to be paid for in advance, so it would be
beneficial for us to find a more long-term, sustainable way to finance the purchasing as
the number of orders increases significantly.”

“which have parts of its supply chain in China and is seeking long-term funding as well”.

Apart from the funding, the company also hoped to find a more efficient way to manage
the procurement of materials from China, which represents the largest supplier base for
Bri-Tek. “I admit it is not easy for us to manage this ourselves, since we don’t have any
Chinese staff in the company. Getting this solved would make a big difference for our
operation too.”

THE SOLUTION
After carefully evaluating the benefits of the Tier 1 Entrepreneur visa scheme
backed by the UK Home Office, Bri-Tek decided to engage Ying De to raise fund via
this innovative option. It was a perfect match with what Bri-Tek was looking for, i.e.
a long-term commitment from the investor rather than a short-term fix. Since
there is no capital repayment for five years under the scheme, it allows a company
to finance its daily operation or future expansion in a much more sustainable
manner.
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In terms of the process of the scheme itself, Mohamed considered it to be “relatively
simple”, and would have no hesitation in recommending it especially to any company

THE CHALLENGE
Mohamed Hanslod , CEO: “As we grow, one of the biggest challenges that we face is
how to make sure there is sufficient fund to enable us to take in more orders. As with
other manufacturing companies, materials have to be paid for in advance, so it would be
beneficial for us to find a more long-term, sustainable way to finance the purchasing as
the number of orders increases significantly.”

“which have parts of its supply chain in China and is seeking long-term funding as well”.

Apart from the funding, the company also hoped to find a more efficient way to manage
the procurement of materials from China, which represents the largest supplier base for
Bri-Tek. “I admit it is not easy for us to manage this ourselves, since we don’t have any
Chinese staff in the company. Getting this solved would make a big difference for our
operation too.”

THE SOLUTION
After carefully evaluating the benefits of the Tier 1 Entrepreneur visa scheme
backed by the UK Home Office, Bri-Tek decided to engage Ying De to raise fund via
this innovative option. It was a perfect match with what Bri-Tek was looking for, i.e.
a long-term commitment from the investor rather than a short-term fix. Since
there is no capital repayment for five years under the scheme, it allows a company
to finance its daily operation or future expansion in a much more sustainable
manner.
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SUCCESS STORIES

TESTIMONIALS-PARTNERS

Investment:

£400,000
"As a result of using the Tier 1 Entrepreneur visa scheme, we've

Type:
Sector:

IT

Headcount
(Pre-money): 20

Date:

Unsecured

successfully funded to date over £6 million worth of investment

loan

into North West SMEs."

Dec 2017
"Investment via the Tier 1 Entrepreneur Visa programme is an innovative

THE COMPANY

and flexible addition to the SME funding landscape"

Expede IT has an established IT consultancy business
with clients predominantly in the UK Higher Education
sector. It has delivered technology-supported business
solutions for universities that include Queen Mary’s
University, Brunel University and Kingston University,
as well as working with the NHS, Royal Air Force,
European Space Agency, PWC and Nestlé.

THE CHALLENGE

Ian S Dixon, Business Growth Hub

Graham Niven, Tandem Financial Solutions

"The best kept secret in UK alternative finance"
Martin Roots, Director (right)

Phil Harrison, Cobham Murphy, Chartered Accountants

In 2015, Expede IT decided to expand into the app market, in a move that would drive its
revenue stream from being consultancy-led towards one that is subscription-based.
Over the subsequent two years, the company implemented the design and development
of Yada, a self-service live-events management and collaboration platform. In order to
take Yada to the next level, Expede IT decided to raise funds to support its growth and
help maintain its competitiveness in the market.

THE SOLUTION
Ying De helped Expede IT to raise its profile among Chinese investors through a
campaign of offline and online marketing activities. This included featuring on Ying
De’s live webinar series，the “Boss Show”, targeting audiences across China, and
meeting UK-based Chinese investors at our exclusive networking events at the
iconic Gherkin, London. The funds raised would enable Expede IT to bridge the
skills gap in its technical team to accelerate the development of the Yada platform
while also expanding its sales and marketing workforce.

THE RESULTS
With Ying De's expertise, we have found two excellent investors. One of the
investors, a veteran engineer with 18 years’ experience in top-flight Chinese firms
including China Central Television (CCTV), also made an immediate impact by
bringing in valuable skills and expertise. The £400,000 investment accelerated the
rollout of the Yada app, allowing it to be monetised earlier than originally planned,
and enabling Expede IT to take advantage of this burgeoning market.
15
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www.yingdegroup.co.uk
info@yingdegroup.co.uk
0161 209 3816
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